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We are currently seeking a talented and experienced Civil Designer to join a growing

team. As a Civil Designer, you will play a vital role in the planning, design, and implementation

of various civil engineering projects. If you have a passion for designing and developing

infrastructure solutions, exceptional technical skills, and a keen eye for detail, we want to hear

from you!Responsibilities:Collaborate with project managers, engineers, and other

stakeholders to develop comprehensive civil design plans for infrastructure projects,

including roads, highways, bridges, and drainage systems.Utilize computer-aided design

(CAD) software and other design tools to create detailed drawings, models, and

plans.Conduct site visits and surveys to gather necessary data for design and ensure

compliance with regulatory requirements.Perform detailed calculations and analysis to

determine project specifications, materials, and dimensions.Prepare and present design

proposals, reports, and other technical documentation to clients and project that designs

meet applicable codes, standards, and best practices, incorporating sustainable and

environmentally friendly design principles when possible.Collaborate with drafting technicians

and other team members to ensure accurate and timely completion of design and evaluate

contractor submissions, providing technical guidance and resolving design-related issues during

construction updated on industry trends, emerging technologies, and regulations related to civil

design and engineering.Required Qualifications:Tertiary qualification in Civil Engineering

(Diploma in Civil Engineering minimum requirement) or substantial progress towards

relevant formal qualifications.Experience in Civil and Road Design design, detailing, estimating

and knowledge of Road, Traffic and Drainage relevant matters and knowledge of Local
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Government Act, Road Traffic Code and other relevant Acts and knowledge of relevant

Australian Standards, IPWEA, Liveable Neighbourhoods, MRWA, AUSTROADS and ARRB

knowledge of project management.Knowledge of Traffic modelling.Comprehensive skills in

the use of AutoCAD in road and civil design and drafting 3D detail Road design experience

essential.Comprehensive skills in the use of Windows software.Developed skills in report

writing and correspondence.Developed skills in critical thinking and problem

solving.Developed skills in project management practices.Construction Induction

Card.Possession of or ability to obtain a National Police Certificate. 40AUD Australia -

WAPerthFremantle & Southern SuburbsArmadale6112
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